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ABSTRACT

Maintaining reliable paths is a core responsibility of any

routing system, but successfully carrying it out can be chal-

lenging, especially for inter-domain paths. As a case in point,

the current de facto inter-domain routing protocol, BGP,
commonly experiences extended periods of unreliable rout-

ing involving transient routing loops or loss of connectiv-

ity. Addressing this issue while preserving BGP’s benefits,

be it its flexibility in accommodating policies or its opera-

tional maturity, is a long-standing goal shared by this pa-

per. We approach it by applying to inter-domain routing a

common concept in the design of highly reliable systems,

namely, the use of redundancy, which we introduce in a man-

ner that maximizes compatibility with the existing BGP pro-

tocol. The basic idea is to run in parallel in each AS several

(two) slightly extended BGP routing processes that produce

complementary routing choices, so that in the presence of
network instabilities a working path is always available to

any destination. This paper provides a detailed description

of the design, formally establishes its properties, and com-

pares it to previous proposals with a similar goal. The ben-

efits of the scheme, including as part of an incremental de-

ployment, are demonstrated using actual BGP data and real-

istic simulations.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing popularity of time-sensitive or
interactive Internet applications such as VoIP, video
streaming, on-line gaming, etc, it has become ever more
important for the Internet routing system to provide
“reliable” end-to-end paths. As basic as this require-
ment is, it has proven challenging, because the dis-
tributed nature of Internet routing decisions, something
that scalability mandates, introduces unavoidable la-
tency when reacting to network changes (such as link
failures of node failures). This has been particularly
evident in inter-domain routing, where the shortcom-
ings of the de facto standard routing protocol, BGP, are
well known [1]. For instance, BGP may take as long as
30 minutes to converge after certain routing events [2],
and during those periods “transient” routing loops and
loss of network reachability frequently occur. Recent

measurement studies [3,4] have shown that 55% to 85%
of short-lived routing failures are due to transient rout-
ing failures during BGP convergence, and that transient
loops account for up to 90% of all packet losses.

Researchers have sought to address this challenge and
proposed several approaches to improve inter-domain
routing reliability. One approach is to speed-up BGP
convergence; hence limiting the duration and thereby
impact of transient routing loops and failures [5–9]. In
particular, faster convergence will occur if obsolete rout-
ing information is rapidly removed across routers, e.g.,
by propagating additional information such as root cause
information (RCI) that can be used to invalidate routes
affected by a common failure. Another approach is to
compute backup paths that can supplement the “best
path” selected by BGP. As with approaches to speed up
BGP convergence, enabling the selection of good backup
paths calls for making additional routing information
available. This need for additional information intro-
duces overhead and modifications that can affect the
odds of successful deployment.

In this paper, we seek to improve inter-domain rout-
ing reliability with minimal changes or added complex-
ity to the current routing system. Our goal is to use
BGP pretty much “as-is,” and in particular without re-
sorting to RCI, to preserve current operational knowl-
edge and expertise and minimize deployment hurdles.
In realizing this goal, our basic idea is to have each
AS run multiple (two) very slightly extended BGP pro-
cesses that exploit the AS-level path diversity of the In-
ternet to compute complementary paths. Specifically,
each process selects paths to ensure that across all net-
work events that affect routing, at least one routing
process maintains a “reliable” end-to-end path, i.e., a
path free of routing failures or loops. In other words,
the routing processes complement each other across the
space of possible network events. As we demonstrate
in the paper, in addition to being feasible with min-
imal changes to BGP, this approach offers protection
against a broader range of routing events than existing
alternatives.

Although the intuition behind computing complemen-
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tary paths is straightforward, translating it into real-
ity in the context of inter-domain routing is challeng-
ing. Not only do distributed computations have to be
coordinated, but the resulting paths need to be pol-
icy compliant. This in itself, has been shown to be
a hard problem1. Our goal is, therefore, to develop
an approach that allows the distributed computation of
disjoint AS paths, while accommodating existing policy
constraints and relying on the BGP protocol with as few
changes as possible. In tackling this problem, we first
identify possible simplifications brought about by the
current Internet structure and common routing poli-
cies. In particular, we establish that complementary
routing solutions can be obtained by focusing only on
the “downhill” portion of paths, i.e., the segments that
extend from provider ASes to customer ASes towards
the destination. This affords some simplifications, but
the problem remains hard, and we introduce a simple
heuristic whose performance we demonstrate through
extensive experiments on the current inter-AS topol-
ogy. Once complementary routes are available, it re-
mains to specify how to use them, and in particular
identify which one is free of problems and should be
used at any one time. We propose a simple approach
to this problem and argue its effectiveness.

In summary, the paper’s main contributions are two-
fold: (i) it devises a simple and practical scheme for
significantly enhancing the reliability of inter-domain
routing; and (ii) it does so in a manner that leverages
existing experience with BGP protocol, and which can
be incrementally deployed with minimum disruption.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides background information on inter-domain
routing and reviews related works. Section 3 discusses
the motivation and basic design principles behind our
multi-process routing scheme. Details on its design and
realization are given in Sections 4 and 5. Section 6 is
devoted to an extensive evaluation of the scheme and
its performance. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK

In this section we first provide a brief overview of
BGP 2 and lay out our assumptions. We then intro-
duce the transient routing problems faced by BGP, out-
line representative proposals for limiting or eliminating
them, focusing particularly on R-BGP [11], and discuss
their limitations. Other related works are also briefly
touched on.

2.1 BGP and Transient Routing Problems
1Computing disjoint inter-domain paths was investigated
in [10], which established that for common policy constraints
computing disjoint paths in a ToR (Type-of-Relationship)
graph is NP-hard unless the graph is acyclic.
2In this paper we focus on eBGP, which controls exchanges
of routing information between ASes.

A basic requirement for any routing system is safe-
ness, i.e., the ability to converge to a stable state for any
initial state and combination of routing events. BGP
is an incremental path vector protocol that accommo-
dates a wide spectrum of routing policies, so that with-
out constraints on their generality its safeness cannot
be guaranteed [12]. In practice, however, neighboring
ASes usually engage in bilateral agreements, also called
AS relationships, which determine and constrain their
routing policies. The two most common ones are i)
customer-provider relationships where a customer AS
pays a provider to transit its traffic, and ii) peer-peer
relationships where two ASes agree to swap traffic of
their respective networks (and their customer ASes) for
free. Because of the economic interests defined by the
relationships, ASes typically follow two common rout-
ing policies, prefer-customer–an AS always selects cus-
tomer routes (routes learned from a customer) when-
ever available, and valley-free–an AS does not advertise
provider/peer routes (routes learned from a provider or
a peer) to other providers and peers. Assuming that
the customer-provider relationships between ASes are
acyclic3, which holds in practice, the BGP protocol has
been shown [13] to be safe, if every AS adopts these two
policies. This paper assumes that these two policies are
adopted by all ASes across the Internet.

The safeness of BGP notwithstanding, it only implies
that routing “eventually” converges. However, during
convergence affected ASes can experience transient loss
of reachability, commonly referred to as transient rout-
ing failures [3]. Moreover, inconsistency in routing in-
formation across ASes during convergence can also re-
sult in transient routing loops. We use an example,
shown in Fig. 1, to illustrate these transient routing
problems. In the figure, AS 1 is the destination, with
the selected path to that destination shown next to each
AS. If the link between AS 6 and AS 1 fails, AS 6
loses its path and sends a withdrawal to AS 5. AS 5
will not announce its alternate path to AS 6 until its
MRAI (Minimum Route Advertisement Interval) timer
expires. AS 6, therefore, experiences a transient failure
until AS 5 announces its alternate path. Similarly, if
the link between AS 2 and AS 1 goes down, AS 2 sends
withdrawal messages to AS 3 and AS 4. Both of them
will then switch to their alternate paths, with AS 4 us-
ing path 4:3:2:1 and AS 3 using path 3:4:2:1. There is
a transient loop between AS 3 and AS 4 until one of
them announces its route to the other.

The relatively slow convergence of BGP after many
network events, therefore results in frequent transient
routing problems that are major contributors to net-
work performance degradations [3]. Hence limiting or

3Namely, the provider of any AS cannot be a customer of
that AS’s customer, or a customer of a customer, and so on.
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Figure 1: An example to show transient routing
problems of BGP.

eliminating the impact of transient routing failures has
become the focus of much recent research activity.

2.2 Existing Proposals and Their Limitations

One of the main reasons behind BGP’s slow conver-
gence is the so-called path exploration phenomenom [14].
As alluded to earlier, its impact can be limited through
the availability of additional information such as RCI
on the cause of route changes [8,9]. However, as shown
in [9], correctly implementing RCI to expose path de-
pendencies calls for careful design that can add signif-
icant complexity to BGP. For example, one approach
is to annotate the AS PATH attribute in BGP up-
date messages with the ingress/egress router informa-
tion of each AS on the path. Apart from the addi-
tional network bandwidth and router memory overhead,
changes in RCI may also induce more routing update
messages, thus increasing BGP dynamics. More impor-
tantly, these solutions in themselves do not completely
mitigate the impact of transient routing problems.

Nevertheless, extensions such as RCI open the door
for improvements to BGP’s slow convergence, and the
R-BGP scheme of [11] relies on it to eliminate transient
problems under network instability involving a single
link failure. The basic idea behind R-BGP is to pre-
select a fail-over route that is used when the primary
route fails. For illustration purposes, consider the con-
figuration of Fig. 1. Under R-BGP, each AS selects
a “most disjoint” route as its fail-over route and ad-
vertises it only to the next-hop AS on its best route,
e.g., AS 4 selects route 4:5:6:1 as its fail-over route and
announces it to AS 2 only. In the case of single link
failures, R-BGP uses RCI to expose path dependencies
and avoid transient loops. For instance, when link (1:2)
fails, upon receiving withdrawals from AS 2, both AS 3
and AS 4 rely on RCI to remove their alternate routes,
3:4:2:1 and 4:3:2:1, and therefore do not attempt to use
them. Note though that this results in AS 3 being left
with no valid routes. To “compensate” for this com-
plete loss of connectivity induced by RCI, R-BGP al-
lows AS 3 to continue forwarding packets along its old
primary route 3:2:1, namely, to AS 2. In turn, AS 2 for-
wards packets along its fail-over route 2:4:5:6:1. Hence,
in this scenario, R-BGP successfully eliminated tran-
sient problems caused by the single link failure.

Extending this success to other failure scenarios is
unfortunately not immediate, and in particular it can
be shown that R-BGP cannot handle scenarios involv-
ing the failure of multiple links adjacent to a single AS;
a reasonably common and realistic occurrence. For ex-
ample, multiple links adjacent to the same AS can fail
at the same time due to the crash of a border router. Or
a policy change in an AS can lead to route withdrawals
to several neighbors. We illustrate this through an ex-
ample using again the network of Fig. 1. Suppose that
AS 2 connects to AS 1 and AS 4 via a single border
router, and connects to AS 3 through another router.
Suppose the former router crashes, so that both the pri-
mary path 2:1 and the fail-over path 2:4:5:6:1 are now
invalid. Upon receiving withdrawals from AS 2 with
embedded RCI, AS 3 invalidates all its routes but con-
tinues forwarding packets to AS 2 in conformance with
R-BGP’s rule. Those packets are, however, dropped at
AS 2 since its fail-over route is unavailable. Hence both
AS 3 and AS 2 lose connectivity to AS 1, in spite of
the availability of an alternate route for both of them
(3:4:5:6:1 for AS 3 and 2:3:4:5:6:1 for AS 2). Note that
AS 3’s inability to learn about that alternate route is
caused by R-BGP’s limitation to have an AS announce
its fail-over route only to the next-hop on the current
best route, e.g., AS 4 announces its fail-over route only
to AS 2.

As another example, suppose that AS 3 and AS 4 are
connected to AS 2 via a single border router in AS 2
which crashes. Upon upon detecting the event, AS 4
invalidates its primary path 4:2:1 and switches to path
4:3:2:1. Likewise, AS 3 invalidates its primary path
3:2:1 and switches to path 3:4:2:1. Therefore, despite
the availability of RCI we have a transient loop between
AS 3 and AS 4 until both receiving the withdrawals
from each other. Hence availability of the RCI mecha-
nism does not remove all inconsistencies, thus transient
routing loops may still occur under certain common fail-
ure scenarios.

Limitations in existing solutions to exploit the rich
path diversity available in the Internet topology, and
more importantly the significant added cost implied by
the additional mechanisms such as RCI that they re-
quire, are the principal motivations behind this paper’s
attempt at designing a new solution to improve the reli-
ability of inter-domain routing. Before we proceed with
the description of our proposed scheme, we complete
this section by quickly mentioning a few other relevant
works with a similar goal.

2.3 Other Related Work

Achieving reliable routing by using multi-path/multi-
topology routing has long been a goal of network re-
searchers. Shaikh et al. considered how to efficiently
compute multiple equal cost routes in [15]. The RRL
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(Resilient Routing Layer) scheme is proposed in [16], in
which a set of fully connected sub-topologies are created
so that at least one sub-topology is still connected if any
network element (link or router) is removed. In [17], the
authors propose to use multiple routing configurations
to achieve fast recovery from single link and node fail-
ures. The OSPF-MT (Multi-Topology) routing scheme
is proposed in [18], in which each interface of a router
can be configured to belong to a set of topologies. Then
OSPF computes multiple topologies and finds paths to
IP prefixes for each MT independently.

Various multi-path/multi-topology schemes have been
proposed for routing in wireless networks. In [19], the
authors proposed a routing protocol which finds two
node disjoint paths using a spanning tree rooted at the
destination node to construct a set of cycles which in-
clude all nodes. A centralized algorithm called XCT
algorithm is proposed in [20] which adopts paths aug-
mentation to compute two node disjoint paths for each
node. Ramasubramanian et al. extended the XCT al-
gorithm into a distributed algorithm in [21]. Besides,
they demonstrated in [22] that their distributed algo-
rithm runs in linear time in the number of links in the
network.

Qiu et al. proposed the indicative re-routing in [23],
but their scheme only reduces the chance of transient
loop or failure. Xu et al. proposed a multi-path inter-
domain routing scheme in [24]. Their focus is on how
to explore the richness of connectivity in the current
Internet and provide value-added services. The consen-
sus routing proposed in [25] aims to take advantage of
a distributed protocol to build a consensus view of the
network. However, when network changes are in the
form of node/link failures, consensus may not always
be established in time to prevent transient failures.

3. MULTI-PROCESSROUTING: BASICDE-

SIGN PRINCIPLES

In this section, we present key aspects of the approach
we propose to improve the reliability of inter-domain
routing, and establish several properties that motivate
its subsequent investigation. Before we move on to these
key aspects, we first introduce routing events that multi-
process routing protocol aim to handle.

3.1 Routing Events

Routing events are the underlying network events (or
“root causes”) such as a link failure or recovery, BGP
session reset or re-establishment, router crash or re-
covery, policy change. Based on the underlying causes
and their manifestations, we classify routing events into
three classes: a route withdrawal event triggers one or
multiple ASes (incident to the event) to withdraw (or
replace) affected routes, e.g., due to failures; a route ad-
dition event triggers one or multiple ASes to announce

new routes, e.g., due to recovery; and a route change
event triggers an AS to announce route updates (but
no withdrawals) due to a policy change. Note that un-
der our definition, a single route event can trigger multi-
ple concurrent route updates (which may originate from
different ASes). For instance, as shown by the example
in Section 2.2, the crash of a border router connected to
several neighbor ASes may trigger a route withdrawal
from each of these ASes4. Instead of treating these
route withdrawals as separate “failure events,” we con-
sider them as caused by a single (route withdrawal)
event. Another example is a policy change within an
AS (a route change event) that affects multiple neigh-
bor ASes. An important goal of our paper is to ensure
the reliable delivery of packets against all disruptions
associated with a single routing event as defined above.
Note that this is a more stringent requirement than that
of previous similarly motivated proposals, e.g., R-BGP,
which as illustrated earlier did not deal with some mul-
tiple correlated “route failures” triggered by a single
underlying routing event.

3.2 Multiple Routing Processes

Given the above set of route events, our approach to
avoiding the transient loops and failures can give rise
to combine a control plane mechanism and a closely
related data plane mechanism.

In the control plane, we seek to provide robustness
to any single network event, by identifying two distinct
sets of routing decisions in each AS that are comple-
mentary in how they are affected by single network
events. This is realized by having multiple slightly mod-
ified BGP routing processes running in parallel in each
AS. Those processes can, for example, be differentiated
through the use of different TCP port numbers. Paths
selected by different routing processes should satisfy a
key property, namely, node disjointness, i.e., not share
any common AS nodes except the source and destina-
tion (recall that our focus is on AS-level path, with
each AS a “node” in the path). This ensures that
they are not affected by the same sets of events. The
use of separate routing processes that select distinct
(disjoint) paths, provides considerably more flexibility
than relying on a single routing process that selects one
best path, which must then be supplemented by find-
ing a good fail-over path among the remaining avail-
able paths. For example, as shown in Fig. 2 and using
the same AS topology as in Fig. 1, complementary pro-
cesses in each AS compute two disjoint paths, the red
and blue paths, to destination AS 1. The availability of
these two node-disjoint paths ensures that one of them
remains operational in the presence of any single node

4These ASes will detect the failure of their respective BGP
session with the said router, but may not know the under-
lying root cause!
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(AS) and multiple link (from the same AS) failures. In
contrast, as shown in in Section 2.2, such “multiple”
failures disrupt routing even when a protection scheme
such as R-BGP is in use.
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(a) The red paths
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(b) The blue paths

Figure 2: Complementary paths to the same
destination.

3.3 Downhill Node Disjointness

Having stated our overall goal, namely, computing
node disjoint paths, we pause to point out that realiz-
ing it while preserving BGP’s policy-based distributed
computations is non-trivial, i.e., recall [10]. In sec-
tion 4, we present our approach based on using two
essentially standard BGP processes together with some
simple coordination rules within each AS. Besides com-
putational challenges, requesting full path disjointness
can also limit the choices available to routing processes
running in an AS. Fortunately, full path disjointness
is not necessary to realize paths that are complemen-
tary in the sense that they are not affected by the same
route event. As we shall see, the hierarchical structure
of the Internet together with the common policies guid-
ing permissible routing choices, allow us to “simplify”
this requirement. Before presenting this simplification,
we introduce two definitions needed to characterize AS
paths and establish the result.

Because of the valley-free routing policy, an AS path
usually goes through a sequence of customer-to-provider
links, possibly followed by a peer-to-peer link, and fi-
nally a series of provider-to-customer links. We de-
fine the uphill portion of an AS path as a sequence of
customer-to-provider links followed by a peer-to-peer
link (if it exists) and the ASes at the two ends of each
link, except the AS whose next hop is its customer.
The downhill portion of an AS path is a sequence of
provider-to-customer links, together with the ASes at
the two ends of each link.

Using the above definition of uphill and downhill por-
tions of a path, we will demonstrate that complemen-
tary routing processes only have to ensure node disjoint-
ness in the downhill portions of their paths. Specifically,
they need to produce downhill node disjoint paths, as
formally stated below:

Definition 3.1. Two AS paths are downhill node

disjoint paths if the downhill portions of both paths do
not have any AS in common.

3.3.1 Route withdrawals

To establish that downhill node disjointness is suffi-
cient to ensure that the routing processes are comple-
mentary under any single routing event, we first show
that it is sufficient for any single route withdrawal event.

The reason why node disjointness is needed only in
the downhill portion is that under the constraints of
common routing policies, network events in the uphill
portion of a path will not trigger transient loops or fail-
ures during BGP convergence. In other words, a link
or AS failure or a policy change in a higher tier AS
(provider) does not create transient failures or loops at
an AS while its BGP process adapts to the changes.
This is more formally expressed in Lemma 3.1.

Lemma 3.1. A route withdrawal event in the uphill
portion of an AS path to a destination does not produce
transient routing loops or failures during BGP conver-
gence.

The proof of Lemma 3.1 is in Appendix A.1, but the
basic ideas are as follows. If AS V uses a provider route
to reach a destination p, V should have no peer or cus-
tomer route to p. Hence, during a change of the route
to p at AS V , e.g., after a route withdrawal, AS V
cannot forward packets to p originating from its own
customers “back” to lower tiers ASes because V never
learned a route from them (note that since V does
not have customer path to p, it will not advertise p
to its peers/providers, and so should never receive a
packet addressed to p from them). Hence, transient
routing loops will not occur. Since V uses provider
paths, the failure of V affects only V ’s customers who
use a provider path (via V ). For those customers who
have another path, their providers (other than AS V )
should announce that path to them before. So they will
not lose connectivity.

Lemma 3.1 states that complementary routing pro-
cesses only need to focus on the downhill portions of
the paths they select. As a result, Section 4, which
introduces our design for complementary routing pro-
cesses, focuses on selecting paths that are downhill node
disjoint.

Before proceeding with characterizing another set of
events we need not be concerned with when it comes to
their impact on routing, we highlight some implicit as-
sumptions in the above discussion. Specifically, we have
assumed that withdrawals propagate quickly, which is
standard in current BGP implementations, and that
transient problems (loops or failures), therefore, arise
primarily because of latency introduced by timers that
delay the propagation of route announcements. We be-
lieve this to be a reasonable assumption and an accu-
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rate reflection of when and why problems do arise dur-
ing BGP convergence. Hence, problems in the uphill
direction will not impact routing whenever a feasible
alternate exists, i.e., it will be discovered and used very
rapidly.

3.3.2 Route additions and changes

We now proceed to identify two other categories of
events, namely, route addition and route change events,
for which it can also be established that transient prob-
lems cannot arise. Intuitively, adding a link gives BGP
more choices in selecting paths, which cannot cause
routing failures (note that we are considering eBGP).
Provided that adding the link does not violate the cycle-
free property of AS relationships, no transient loop can
arise during convergence either. Similarly, an AS chang-
ing its best path selection will not result in transient
failures, since all ASes still have their paths. The rea-
son for the absence of transient loops is that the path
change remains compliant with common routing poli-
cies. So that the direction (either uphill or downhill)
of each AS’ path does not change. We formally state
those properties in Lemma 3.2. The complete proof is
in Appendix A.2

Lemma 3.2. No transient routing loop or failure will
occur after a route change event or route addition event.

Lemma 3.2 highlights that route addition and route
change events are not events one really needs to be con-
cerned with in designing complementary routing pro-
cesses.

3.4 From Control Plane to Data Plane

As mentioned earlier, our approach relies on both a
control plane and a data plane component. Comple-
mentary routing processes offer the possibility of un-
interrupted packet delivery in the presence of failure,
by ensuring that one of the paths is always unaffected
by the failure. Hence, by simply switching to the un-
affected path, packets can avoid transient failures or
loops. The simplicity of this statement not-withstanding,
it hides several challenges beyond the design of com-
plementary routing processes. First and foremost are
the criteria that trigger switching from the current path
to one computed by another routing process. Accord-
ing to the properties we have identified via Lemma 3.1
and Lemma 3.2, only route withdrawal events can cause
transient problems. Therefore, we can embed the “event
type” information into each update message5 to assist
in the detection of a possible failure on the current
path and the identification of a complementary one.
A closely coupled issue is the translation of the path

5Note that this calls for just “one bit” of information, which
is a far cry from what is required to support RCI.

switching decision into corresponding packet forward-
ing actions. We expand on these issues in Section 5,
while the next section is devoted to our design of com-
plementary routing processes. The discussion in the rest
of this paper is limited to two complementary routing
processes in each AS, a red process and a blue pro-
cess that correspondingly compute red and blue paths.
Those two paths must in turn be complementary under
all single AS-level changes.

4. A MULTI-PROCESS ROUTING PROTO-

COL

We first introduce our scheme, the SelecTive An-
nouncement Multi-Process routing protocol (STAMP),
and then formally establish its properties.

4.1 The STAMP Protocol

Each AS has two routing processes, red and blue, run-
ning in parallel. The red (or blue) process selects path
among those announced by the red (or blue) processes
of neighboring ASes.

As indicated in Section 3.3, our design goal for STAMP
is to ensure that red and blue paths are downhill node
disjoint. A straightforward approach is to have the
red and blue processes locally coordinate their choices,
and simply select the two most downhill node disjoint
paths among the candidates they receive from neigh-
bors. However, such “local” greedy decisions may not
be good “globally”. That is, a local greedy choice might
result in neighboring ASes not having any downhill dis-
joint paths. This problem can be eliminated through
the use of more sophisticated algorithms, e.g., [10,21],
but this comes at the cost of significant added complex-
ity, and more importantly major changes to the BGP
protocol; something we want to avoid. Therefore, we
opt for a simpler alternative, where we perform selective
announcements of paths by the two processes to control
their propagation, while essentially preserving the stan-
dard BGP path selection process. This ensures that we
impose only minor changes to existing BGP implemen-
tations, and as we will demonstrate through analysis as
well as experiments, is quite effective in achieving our
goal of providing downhill node disjoint paths.

Next, we describe the rules that govern these selective
path announcements. Note that since we only require
disjointness in the downhill portion, path announce-
ments to peers and customers are not selective. There-
fore, selective path announcements are required only to
providers. Let us first consider how a multi-homed AS
(i.e., an AS with multiple providers) announces its own
prefixes. The AS selects a subset of its providers as blue
providers, and announces its prefixes to these providers
through its blue process only, and to rest of its providers
through its red process only. This “splitting” of the col-
ors with which the origin AS announces its prefixes to
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the providers ensures that the red and blue paths for
each prefix reach it through different last hop providers.
For a single-homed origin ASes, the splitting occurs at
their first multi-homed direct/indirect provider. Note
that in spite of the splitting, all prefixes are announced
to all providers and only their color is affected. As we
shall see, because STAMP does not impose any con-
straint on an AS on which colored path is its “primary”
path for a prefix, the splitting of announcements on the
basis of colors should have a minimal or no effect on the
ability of an AS to use the same path as BGP would
have selected to reach a prefix.

Having described how announcements initially pro-
ceed from the origin AS, we turn next to how tran-
sit ASes announce paths to prefixes they do not origi-
nate, i.e., receive from customers. The goal is for them
to announce either red or blue routes to providers so
that it is impossible for any direct/indirect provider
to have both red and blue paths going through them.
Clearly, if a transit AS has only red (blue) customer
routes, it announces a red (blue) route to all providers.
When a transit AS has both red and blue customer
routes, it then has to decide which process announces
to providers. One approach is to give the blue one a
higher priority and announce only the blue route to
providers when there are both red and blue customer
routes. However, such a strict priority can severely af-
fect the odds that a red path can propagate to all ASes.
To reduce the likelihood of such an outcome, we in-
troduce two measures. First, we require that in its
initial split between blue and red providers, the ori-
gin AS selects a single blue provider. Second, to facili-
tate the propagation of red paths to as many providers
as possible while ensuring the propagation of at least
one blue path, we impose that this one blue provider
to be a “locked” blue provider. This locking is indi-
cated through a new path attribute, Lock, which takes
a value of 1 when set. When the origin AS of a prefix
announces it to its unique locked blue provider, it sets
Lock=1. Upon receiving a blue path with Lock=1, the
provider proceeds to announce this blue path to all its
own providers. However, only one such announcement
has its Lock attribute set to 1 (to the locked provider),
and all others will have their Lock=0. Second, a tran-
sit AS that received a blue path announcement with its
Lock=0 is not required to propagate it further if it also
has a red path for the same prefix.

The main purpose of the Lock attribute is to en-
sure at least one provider propagates the blue path,
and that red paths are propagated whenever a blue
path is received with Lock=0. Of course, if an AS has
only a blue path, that path will be propagated anyhow.
This ensures that all customer paths are propagated to
providers.

Since route exchanges between ASes are asynchronous,

an AS has to decide which process announces to providers
based on what routes it has received so far. Therefore,
it can happen that the AS needs to backtrack it deci-
sions. If the red routing process of the AS announced
route to providers and its blue path learns a customer
route with Lock=1. The red process should withdraw
its routes from providers and let the blue process pro-
ceed (the red process does not need to withdraw routes
announced to customers and peers since only announc-
ing to providers is selective). Similarly, if the blue pro-
cess of an AS has customer routes with Lock=0 only
and latter the red process learns a customer routes, the
blue process should withdraw its routes from providers
and let the red process proceed.

4.2 Properties of STAMP

Having described STAMP, we next establish its safe-
ness before showing that the two paths discovered by
STAMP are complementary, in the sense that under any
single routing event (as defined earlier), at least one of
the processes does not experience transient problems.
We will also present a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for all ASes to have both red and blue routes.

To show that STAMP is safe, we first note that the
only difference between a routing process in STAMP
and a BGP process is that a STAMP routing process
selectively announces routes to providers. Selectively
announcement only limits the route announcement. As
such, each STAMP routing process is safe as long as
the prefer-customer and valley-free policies are followed.
Therefore, the conclusion that STAMP is safe readily
follows from BGP’s safeness.

In exploring the complementarity of the red and blue
processes, note that the two processes never announce
their best routes to the same providers. Hence, if both
the red and blue routing processes of an AS have paths
to a prefix, the paths must be downhill node disjoint
paths. Based on Lemma 3.1, red and blue routing
processes are, therefore, complementary under any one
route withdrawal event. Similarly, Lemma 3.2 tells us
that the red and blue routing processes are complemen-
tary under any route addition or change event. There-
fore, we have Theorem 4.1, whose proof can be found
in Appendix A.3.

Theorem 4.1. Under any one routing event, the red
and blue routing processes in STAMP are complemen-
tary.

Theorem 4.1 not withstanding, we note that while
selective announcement is effective in ensuring that the
two processes are complementary, it does not guarantee
that all ASes have both red and blue routes to a given
prefix. Nevertheless, since each AS has a locked (blue)
provider, we know that a blue route must propagate to
all ASes (although obviously not always as a customer
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route). In other words, STAMP ensures that all ASes
have a blue route for a given prefix. The same guar-
antee, however, does not apply to red routes. This is
because a locked blue route can block red routes from
propagating upward to providers (and eventually reach-
ing a tier-1 AS). Next, we formally study under what
conditions ASes can be guaranteed to have both red
and blue paths for a destination prefix. In Section 6.1
we perform an experimental study over today’s Inter-
net topology to evaluate the actual likelihood of ASes
having both red and blue paths when using STAMP.

In order to make sure that all ASes have both red and
blue routes, we need to guarantee that they have a red
route. Since STAMP already announces its red routes
to all customers and peers, we only need to ensure that
the red route is propagated to a tier-1 AS. Therefore,
we have the following Lemma:

Lemma 4.1. For any destination prefix, all ASes have
downhill node disjoint red and blue routes, if and only
if at least one tier-1 AS has a red customer route.

Next, we derive conditions for ensuring that at least
one tier-1 AS has a red customer route. First, we de-
rive a necessary condition for a red customer route to
be propagated to a tier-1 AS. From Lemma 4.1, one
can see that the sub-graph between the destination AS
and the tier-1 ASes is crucial in determining whether
all ASes can have red and blue routes. We formally
define this sub-graph as the AS hierarchy graph as fol-
lows. For a destination AS u, the AS hierarchy graph of
u, G(u), is a sub-graph of the AS topology graph that
includes only the direct/indirect providers of u and the
customer-provider (directed) links between them. In or-
der to ensure that a red route is propagated to a tier-1
AS, it is necessary that there are at least two node-
disjoint paths from u to tier-1 ASes, i.e., the min-cut
of the AS hierarchy graph is at least two. We formally
state this in Theorem 4.2. The proof is in Appendix A.5.

Theorem 4.2. For any destination AS, u, if all ASes
have both red and blue routes to u, then the minimum
cut of G(u) is at least two.

Although a min-cut of at least two is a necessary con-
dition for all ASes to have both red and blue routes, it
is obviously not sufficient. Recall that the locked blue
provider is determined in a distributed manner. The
wrong selection of a locked blue provider might block
all red customer routes. We therefore derive next a nec-
essary and sufficient condition for all ASes to have both
red and blue routes. That is, if the locked blue providers
do not block all possible paths that a red route could
propagate towards a tier-1 AS, then because the red
route propagation has the next highest priority after
the propagation of the locked blue route, this ensures

one of the remaining open paths to a tier-1 AS is dis-
covered. Hence, all ASes will have both red and blue
routes. We formally state this in Theorem 4.3. The
proof is in Appendix A.6.

Theorem 4.3. For any destination AS, u, if u is
connected with at least one tier-1 AS after removing
from G(u) all locked blue direct and indirect providers
of u, then all ASes have both red and blue routes to u.

Intuitively, given the Internet topology, the neces-
sary condition in Theorem 4.2 is extremely likely to
hold. We confirm this for the current Internet topology
in Section 6.1 (it is true for around 98.5% of destina-
tion ASes). We also expect the sufficient condition in
Theorem 4.3 to be satisfied in most cases, even under
random selection of locked blue providers. In fact, as
shown in Section 6.1, under a random selection of locked
blue providers, around 92.0% of destination ASes sat-
isfy the sufficient condition. In addition, we will show
that this percentage can be further improved to about
98.2% simply by having the origin AS “intelligently”
select its locked blue provider. This is close to the max-
imum possible figure of 98.5%, which accounts for the
fact that irrespective of the scheme used to select blue
and red routes, it is impossible to find downhill node
disjoint paths for about 1.5% of all ASes.

Before proceeding with describing in the next section
how red and blue routes are used to forward packets,
we would like to emphasize that although STAMP per-
forms selective announcement, STAMP can always en-
sure that one of its routing process selects a customer
route if there is a customer route. That is, the selective
announcement does not limit the chance that an AS can
use a customer route. This is because one of the rout-
ing processes always announces its route to providers.
Therefore, as we will see in the next section, we will
leave each source AS to determine which routing pro-
cess to use when sending the packets.

5. DATA PLANE DESIGN

Once STAMP has computed routes, how these are
used in forwarding packets is obviously of importance.
In this section, we present a data plane design that ad-
dresses this issue.

5.1 Packet Forwarding

Under normal conditions, packets should be forwarded
consistently using routes computed by routing process
of the same color. For that purpose, we define a color
bit in the packet header, indicating whether the packet
should be forwarded using the red or blue routes. This
color bit can be set by the source AS. The color bit
might be changed by a transit AS upon detecting that
the corresponding route is currently experiencing insta-
bilities (more on this below). Such a change should,
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however, be performed only once to avoid potential
loops [17]. We therefore define another bit in the packet
header, a change bit, to record whether the color bit of
a packet has been changed or not. Two of the DS (Dif-
ferentiated Services) bits in IP header could be used for
that purpose.

Allowing the source AS to determine the color of its
packets has a number of implications. First, transit
ASes can receive packets from either color for a given
destination, and must then be able to forward them
using either route. There is clearly a cost to such a ca-
pability; one that goes beyond examining extra bits in
packet headers and that extends to storing additional
information in forwarding tables, i.e., the next hop(s)
associated with routes of different colors. While this
certainly represents an overhead, it can be kept rela-
tively small through the use of intelligent data struc-
tures. Second, it is possible to ensure that whenever
there is a customer route to deliver a packet, the source
AS can choose the color that provides a customer route.
Furthermore, it is possible to ensure that any transit AS
does not have to use a provider route to deliver packets
whenever a customer route exits, if the source AS selects
its default route carefully. Basically, if the source AS
uses peer route or customer route to reach a destination,
all intermediate AS should use their customer routes,
according the prefer-customer and valley-free routing
policies. The source AS, therefore, does not need to do
anything special in selecting which route as the default
one. When both routing processes of the source AS have
provider routes, the source AS first selects the “most
preferred” next hop provider. For instances, both the
red and blue processes of the source AS can set the local
preference of one provider higher than other providers,
so that both processes will select the routes announced
by that provider AS. The source AS then finds the AS
from which its red and blue AS paths split (let us call
this AS the divergent AS). If the divergent AS’s next
hop AS is its provider or peer in one process and the
divergent AS’s next hop AS is its customer in the other
process, then the source AS should pick the color of the
second routing process.

5.2 Switching between Routing Processes

The previous section dealt with implementing the for-
warding decisions given the routing process (or color) of
the packet. However, it is possible to change the routing
process used (or color) if the current process potentially
experiences transient problems. In this section, we fo-
cus on how this switching is performed. Recall that our
goal is to always switch to a routing process without
transient problems. Although the idea is straightfor-
ward, we need to address three issues in designing such
a switching mechanism; (1) detecting problematic be-
havior in routing processes, (2) identifying the routing

process that does not experience transient problems,
and (3) determining when to switch back to the origi-
nal routing process.

5.2.1 Detecting potential transient problems

ASes adjacent to where a routing event originated,
e.g., a link/node failure/recovery, can easily detect and
identify the root cause of the event. For example, a link
addition/route change will not cause transient problems
but a link failure would, and the first AS heard of the
event has the necessary information to tell whether the
event can lead to transient problem. ASes not directly
adjacent to where the routing event occurred, need to
rely on update messages to infer potential transient
problems. According to Lemma 3.2, transient problems
arise only when a routing process loses some routes.
Therefore, in order assist in “recording” if the routing
event that originally triggered an update was associated
with a loss of a route, we add a new path attribute ET
(Event Type) to update messages. The ET attribute is
1-bit of information that indicates whether the message
was caused by losing a route (ET=0) or not (ET=1).

In STAMP, updates can be sent not only because of
events that affect one process, but also because of inter-
actions between processes 6. Rules for setting the ET
bit must, therefore, account for these different scenar-
ios. Withdrawal messages all have ET=0, irrespective
of their cause. If a process generates an update mes-
sage for a route because of an adjacent link/node fail-
ure/recovery or policy change, i.e., it is the origin AS of
the event, the update message has ET=1 if it is a recov-
ery; and ET=0 if it is a failure. If a process announces
an update because itself received an update message M
from one of its neighbors that resulted in a change of its
best route or a new route, the process copies M ’s ET
attribute into the update messages sent to its neighbors.
Finally, if a routing process of an AS announces a route
to a neighbor, because the other process withdrew its
route, the update message has ET=1.

5.2.2 The switching mechanism

Given the availability of the ET attribute, we have
the following mechanism for switching routes. If an AS
is using the best route computed by one process and
that process loses that route (receives an update mes-
sage with ET=0 or the adjacent link/node fails), the
AS switches to the route selected by the other process.
If both processes receive update messages with ET=0,
either process that still has a route can be used.

5.2.3 Switching back to the primary routing process

6For example, an AS used to announce an unlocked blue
route to providers, but after learning a red customer route,
it should announce this red route to providers and its blue
process must withdraw its blue route.
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Changing the packet color should be “temporarily”.
Once the routing process having transient problems con-
verges and has a new path to the destination, an AS
should stop changing the color of packets to that desti-
nation. Although the intuition behind this statement is
simple, implementing it is not trivial because it is hard
to decide when a routing process has converged or not.
We adopt a heuristic in which a switch back timer t is
used. If a routing process has not had dynamics for t

seconds, we assume it has converged. Instead of setting
t to a constant value, we can use mechanisms such as
an exponential backoff algorithm to dynamically adjust
t.

5.3 Effectiveness of the Switching Mechanism

With the above switching mechanism and the down-
hill node disjoint paths computed by STAMP, we can
achieve reliable packet forwarding. In case of a single
routing event, the only disruption in packet forwarding
can be as short as the time needed for ASes adjacent to
the routing event (such as a link failure) to detect that
event. The effectiveness of this switching mechanism is
formally established in Theorem 5.1.

Theorem 5.1. In case of a single routing event, no
packet will be looped or blackholed after ASes adjacent
to where the routing event occurs detect that event.

The proof of Theorem 5.1 is in Appendix A.7. Here
we briefly outline the basic ideas behind it. Accord-
ing to Theorem 4.1, for one routing event, at least one
routing process in STAMP has no transient problems.
Also note only losing routes creates transient problems
(Lemma 3.2). If only one routing process of an AS re-
ceives updates with ET=0, the other one should not
have transient problems. If both routing processes of
an AS receive updates with ET=0, the routing event
must either 1) occurs in the uphill portions of both red
and blue paths of that AS (e.g, those two paths share
a link in the uphill portions and that link fails), or 2)
that AS has multiple link failures. In the first case, nei-
ther process has transient problems (Lemma 3.1). In
the second case, suppose the AS has both red and blue
customer routes. One of its routing process (e.g., red)
must have a provider route since only one process an-
nounces to providers (here the blue one). Even if the AS
loses all customer routes (the first links of both red and
blue paths fail), one process still has a provider path
which does not include the failed links. So the routing
process that still has a route will not have any transient
problem.

6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Given that STAMP may not always succeed in dis-
covering blue and red paths at all ASes even when they
exist, we first evaluate STAMP’s performance along

that dimension. Next, we compare STAMP with other
schemes under various failure scenarios by simulations,
and finally we study its benefits in the context of partial
deployments.

In order to carry out meaningful and realistic evalu-
ations, we conduct our experiments using BGP routing
tables collected by the RouteViews project [26], which
we use to construct an AS topology of the Internet. We
infer the underlying AS relationships using Gao’s algo-
rithm [27].

6.1 Evaluating STAMP’s Performance

Given our reconstructed AS topology, we proceed to
evaluate the odds for ASes to have both red and blue
paths to destination prefixes when using STAMP.

6.1.1 The metric

Can STAMP ensure that all ASes have both blue and
red paths to a destination? This depends on the AS
topology as well as on how the locked blue provider
is selected at each AS. Assume that the locked blue
provider is selected randomly among all providers of an
AS. Given the AS topology, we can then compute the
odds that all ASes have both blue and red paths to a
destination. Let Φm be the probability that all ASes
have both red and blue routes to multi-homed AS m,
and denote λ as the number of all possible paths from
m to any tier-1 AS. If path li, 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, is selected
as the “locked blue path” from m to a tier-1 AS and a
disjoint path from m to another tier-1 AS exists, we say
that li is a “good” locked blue path since we know that
STAMP can still find a red path. If there are λ

′

good

locked blue paths, Φm=λ
′

λ
. For a single-homed AS s,

Φs=Φm if m is the first multi-homed (direct/indirect)
provider of s.

6.1.2 Destinations without downhill node disjoint paths

For destination AS k, if Φk=0, then the min-cut of
G(k), the AS hierarchy graph of AS k, is one. That
is, no matter how locked blue providers are selected, we
cannot ensure that all ASes have both red and blue path
to k (Theorem 4.2). The number of ASes with Φk=0
is shown in TABLE 1. We can see that only a small
number of ASes have AS hierarchy graphs with a min-
cut of one. This means that the Internet AS topology
is to a large extent diverse enough to provide downhill
node disjoint paths to most ASes.

# of destinations with Φ=0 percentage

single-homed 125 0.46%
multi-homed 289 1.1%
overall 414 1.56%

Table 1: Number of destinations without down-
hill node disjoint paths
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6.1.3 The distribution of Φk across all destinations

In Fig. 3, we plot the CDF (Cumulative Distribution
Function) of Φk for all destinations. We see that less
than 10% of destinations have Φk ≤ 0.7. Conversely,
more than 75% of destination ASes have a probability
greater than 0.9 that all other ASes can reach them
through both red and blue paths. On average, all ASes
have both red and blue paths to any destination AS
with probability 0.92.
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Figure 3: The CDF of Φk.

6.1.4 Smart selection of first hop blue provider

In the previous experiment, each AS selects its locked
blue provider randomly. However, if the origin AS (or
the first multi-homed provider if the origin AS is single-
homed) “intelligently” selects its blue provider, the chance
that all ASes have red and blue paths to that destina-
tion can be improved. Specifically, assume there are υa

paths from k to tier-1 ASes via k’s provider a; and υ
′

a

of them are “good” locked blue paths. The probability
that all ASes have red and blue paths to k when k se-
lects a as its locked blue provider is then Φa

k
=υ

′

a
/υa. As-

suming that AS k can compute Φa

k
for all its providers,

something that can be done off-line relatively easily and
periodically since topology does not change often, it can
select the lock provider u that maximizes Φu

k
.

We investigate the benefits of such an approach in
TABLE 2, which reports the number of ASes for which
max(Φu

k
)=1, i.e., are guaranteed to be reachable by all

ASes through node disjoint red and blue paths. Note
that while the table reports a total percentage of 97.3%,
when accounting for the fact that about 1.5% of ASes
cannot have two node-disjoint paths no matter how they
are selected (TABLE 1), this improves to 98.8% of all
ASes for which this is feasible.

# of ASes with max(Φu

k
)=1 percentage

single-homed 10160 38.1%
multi-homed 15794 59.2%
overall 25954 97.3%

Table 2: Number of ASes with max(Φu

k
)=1

6.2 Performance under Failure–Comparison
to Other Schemes

The previous experiments focused on evaluating STAMP’s
ability to provide protections again any single routing
event/failure, which does not account for the actual im-
pact of each possible failure scenario, e.g., some fail-
ures may not have an impact even for ASes for which
STAMP did not succeed in identifying both red and
blue paths. In order to better assess STAMP’s actual
benefits in the presence of failures, we developed an
event-driven simulator to replicate routing dynamics.
Our simulator is lightweight and highly efficient, which
can simulate networks with thousands of ASes. We im-
plemented BGP, R-BGP, and STAMP in the simula-
tor. For all protocols, both processing and transmis-
sion delays are modeled by a random variable uniformly
distributed in [10ms, 20ms]. The BGP MRAI timer
is peer-based and its value is set to 30 seconds multi-
plied by a random factor uniformly distributed within
[0.75, 1.0].

6.2.1 Single link failure

We simulate routing convergence after a multi-homed
AS fails one of its provider links. The destination AS is
randomly selected across 100 simulation instances. The
average (across all 100 scenarios) number of ASes hav-
ing transient problems is shown in TABLE 3. BGP has
more than 6,000 ASes experiencing transient problems.
Although R-BGP handles single link failure very well, it
requires RCI mechanism, which as argued earlier adds
significant complexity to the routing system. Never-
theless, we include it as a benchmark against which to
compare STAMP. Note that without RCI, R-BGP re-
sults in over 2,000 ASes being affected in some ways
by failures. STAMP has about 350 ASes that experi-
ence transient problems. Considering that the actual
Internet is likely to be more densely connected than the
partial AS topology derived from BGP tables, STAMP
should perform better in practice.

BGP R-BGP no RCI R-BGP STAMP

# of ASes 6604.7 2097.6 0 357.2
percentage 24.76% 7.86% 0% 1.34%

Table 3: Number of ASes having transient prob-
lems in single link failure

6.2.2 Multiple link failures

Next, we consider scenarios where multiple links fail
simultaneously (or policy changes affect multiple ASes).
We distinguish between two cases: i) the two failed links
are not connected to the same AS; and ii) the two failed
links are connected to the same AS, which corresponds
the case that one router within an AS fails or an AS
changes it policy resulting withdrawing route from two
neighbors. In the first case, an origin AS fails one of its
provider links and another randomly selected indirect
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provider link (multi-hop away from the origin AS). In
the second case, an origin AS fails a link to one of its
providers and that provider also fails one of its own
provider links.

The average number of ASes experiencing transient
problems are presented in TABLE 4. When the two
failed links are not connected to the same AS, both
STAMP and R-BGP perform similarly, while when the
two failed links are connected to the same AS, STAMP
experiences about half fewer problems than R-BGP.
This is because multiple link failures at the same AS
correspond to a “single” routing event for STAMP; some-
thing against which its node-disjoint path selection of-
fers protection. Note that when R-BGP is not afforded
the benefit of RCI, its performance again degrades sig-
nificantly.

6.2.3 Single node (AS) failure

The other scenario we consider is node (AS) failure,
which means all links attached to that AS fail or an AS
withdraws its route from all neighbors. The experiment
results are presented in TABLE 5. In case of single
node failure, both BGP and R-BGP have a considerable
number of ASes experiencing transient problems. The
reason for R-BGP’s poor performance in is that R-BGP
heavily relies on the provider of the origin AS to detour
the traffic. If the provider AS fails, a large number
of ASes will have transient problems. Here, STAMP
performs similar to the single link failure because we
let the origin AS “branch” its announcement to different
providers so even one provider totally fails, other ASes
still have another path computed by one of their routing
processes.

BGP R-BGP no RCI R-BGP STAMP

# of ASes 7721.8 3376.5 2504.2 327.5
percentage 28.94% 12.7% 9.39% 1.23%

Table 5: Number of ASes having transient prob-
lems in single node failure

6.3 Evaluating Partial Deployment

The previous sections demonstrated STAMP’s ability
to provide most ASes in the Internet downhill node dis-
joint paths to most destinations with minimal impact
to the operation of the current BGP protocol, and more
importantly to eliminate a majority of transient prob-
lems appearing in BGP convergence. In this section,
we turn to the important practical issue of incremental
deployment. Specifically, the previous results assume
that all ASes in the Internet deploy STAMP, but this is
unlikely to occur, at least not immediately. A natural
question is, therefore, to ascertain how much of these
benefits remain if STAMP is deployed only in a fraction
of all ASes. The natural candidates for such an initial
deployment are tier-1 ASes, since they are the core of

the Internet and responsible for delivering a significant
percentage of the Internet traffic. We conducted a set
of experiments to evaluate STAMP’s “coverage”, i.e.,
to how many destination ASes tier-1 ASes have two
downhill node disjoint paths, if only tier-1 ASes adopt
STAMP.

Since we assume that no customer AS feed tier-1 ASes
with “colored” routes, the tier-1 ASes need to assign
colors to their routes. We assume each tier-1 AS T acts
according to the following rules in assigning colors to its
customer routes: If T has two disjoint customer routes
to a destination, T randomly assigns colors to them (one
red and one blue) and announces them to other tier-1
ASes; If T does not have two disjoint customer routes
to a destination, T randomly assigns a color to its best
route and announces it to other tier-1 ASes.
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Figure 4: Percentage of non-tier-1 ASes to which
each tier-1 AS have two downhill node disjoint
paths under incremental deployment of STAMP
(at tier-1 ASes only).

Ten ASes were selected as tier-1. For each of them,
we count the number of destinations for which they have
two downhill node disjoint red and blue routes. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 4. Note that even under our sim-
ple random color assignment rule, all tier 1 ASes have
two downhill disjoint paths to more than 70% of desti-
nation ASes. On average, tier-1 ASes have two downhill
disjoint paths to about 75% of destination ASes.

7. CONCLUSION

The paper proposed a multi-process routing solution,
STAMP, to mitigate transient problems experienced by
today’s inter-domain routing. STAMP seeks to accom-
plish this while requiring minimal changes to the cur-
rent inter-domain routing protocol, BGP, and its imple-
mentations. STAMP is based on running two slightly
extended BGP processes in each AS, which compute
complementary AS routes. The paper establishes that
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(a) two failed links are not connected to the same AS

BGP R-BGP no RCI R-BGP STAMP

# of ASes 10314.5 4242.6 861.4 845.7
percentage 38.66% 15.9% 3.22% 3.17%

(b) two failed links are connected to the same AS

BGP R-BGP no RCI R-BGP STAMP

# of ASes 12071.2 3803.4 761.4 366.8
percentage 45.2% 14.3% 2.85% 1.49%

Table 4: Number of ASes having transient problems in multiple link failures

this can be realized by focusing only on the downhill
portion of AS paths, and using a simple heuristic for
path selection. STAMP was evaluated through exten-
sive experiments, which showed that compared to BGP,
it could yield substantial improvements in routing sta-
bility. These improvements were comparable, and for
some important failure scenarios, better than those of
previous proposals that also called for more extensive
and potentially complex modifications to BGP. Equally
if not more important, STAMP can be deployed incre-
mentally across the Internet, and we showed that its
deployment at tier-1 ASes only could already deliver a
significant improvement in Internet routing stability.
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APPENDIX

A. FORMAL PROOFS

A.1 Proof of Lemma 3.1

Proof. We first introduce the definition of routing
graph. The routing graph for one destination AS p is
a direct graph G = (V,E). A node v ∈ V represents
an AS. A direct edge −→e = (u, v) ∈ E if v is the next
hop of u to reach p. When BGP is in a stable state,
the correspond routing graph is a DAG (Direct Acyclic
Graph) and a node has one outgoing edge if there exists
a policy compliant path for that node.

We consider the scenario where there is a route with-
drawal event caused by a node (AS) failure. Route with-
drawal events caused by link failure and policy change
can be proved similarly. Suppose the failed AS is u and
u is in the uphill portion of an AS path to reach p. Be-
fore the failure of u, the BGP system is in a stable state
and the routing graph is a DAG.

Since u is the in uphill portion of an AS path, u has
only provider path to p and u never announces its path
to providers/peers (valley-free policy). The failure of
u affect only the direct/indirect customers of u. Let
Cs represent those direct single-homed customers of u
and Cm represent those multi-homed direct customers
of u, which have policy compliant alternate paths af-
ter u fails. The routing graph changes from G to G

′

as following after the failure of u. ASes in Cs remove
their outgoing edges. Those ASes do not have alter-
nate paths and there is nothing we can do. AS v ∈ Cm

removes it outgoing edge pointing to u and add a di-
rect edges pointing to another provider u

′

. During this
process, AS v does not have transient routing failure
because it still has outgoing edge. AS v does not have
transient loop either, because the result routing graph
G

′

is still a DAG. Suppose G
′

has a cycle C after re-
moving edge −→e = (v, u) and adding edge −→e1 = (v, u

′

),
we have −→e1 ∈ C. Since u never announces its path to
providers, any AS using an path going through u must
be a direct/indirect customer of u. Since −→e1 ∈ C, u

′

is a
direct/indirect customer of v, which is a contradiction.

Therefore, G
′

must be a DAG.
Recursively, we can prove that any AS v who uses a

path with u in the uphill portion will not have transient
routing loop or failure, as long as there still exists a
policy compliant path from v to p after u fails.

A.2 Proof of Lemma 3.2

Proof. We first consider route addition event caused
by adding a link between two ASes. Route addition
event caused by AS policy change can be proved simi-
larly.

Suppose a link is added between AS u and AS v.
Without losing generality, we consider how AS u and
its neighbors reach destination p only. If AS u selects v
as its next hop and v is a customer, u will announce that
path to all of its neighbors. AS u will not withdraw any
path. If AS u selects v as its next hop and v is a peer
or provider of u, u’s old path must be a peer path or a
provider path. AS u will announce the new path to its
customers. AS u will not send any withdrawal message
to its peers and providers, since u did not announce
a path to them before (valley free path policy). Since
no withdrawal message is sent out, all nodes still have
outgoing edges in the routing graph of p. Transient
routing failure does not occur.

Now we consider transient routing loop. If u selects
the path announced by v as its best path and its is a
provider/peer path, u will announce that path to its

customers. So, an AS u
′

, which is the direct/indirect
customers of u, may switch from one provider path to
another provider path. According to the proof in Ap-
pendix A.1, no transient routing loop will occur when an
AS switches from one provider path to another provider
path. Suppose at some time the BGP system is in state
S

′

and the routing graph G
′

is a DAG. For each di-
rect/indirect provider w of u, it either switches from a
provider path to a customer path via u or switches from
one customer path to another customer path. For both
cases, the other end of w’s outgoing edge is changed
from x to a customer y. The outgoing edge of AS y
should point to a customer of y, otherwise it violates
the valley free path policy. So w changing its outgoing
edge makes the routing graph transit from G

′

to G
′′

and G
′′

is still a DAG, otherwise, we can derive that y
is a provider of w, which is impossible. Therefore, no
transient routing loop occurs.

In case of a route change event, we consider an AS
u changes from a customer path to another customer
path. AS u changes from a provider (or peer) to an-
other provider (or peer) path can be provided similarly.
Note that AS u cannot change from a customer path
to a provider (peer) path if that customer path is still
available, since it violates the prefer-customer policy.

In the initial state S the routing graph G is a DAG.
The outgoing edge of u points to customer v. At some
time, node u changes its outgoing edge and points to
another customer v

′

. Since no AS loses path, every
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node in the new routing graph G
′

has a outgoing edge
in this new state S

′

. If there is a cycle in G
′

, that cy-
cle must have edge (u, v

′

) in it. Since u changes to a

customer path, we can derive that u is a customer if v
′

,
which is not possible. So there is no cycle in G

′

. Simi-
larly, we can prove an AS changes from a provider/peer
path to another provider/peer dose not create transient
loop/failure either.

A.3 Proof of Theorem 4.1

Proof. We define the state of an AS. If an AS is se-
lected by one of its customers at a locked blue provider,
we define it is in state LB. If an AS is not selected as
a locked blue provider, and it announces blue (or red)
path to providers, that AS is in state B (or R).

We first consider the route addition event caused by
adding a link between two ASes. Route addition event
caused by policy change can be proved similarly. Sup-
pose a link is added between AS u and AS v.

• AS u is a provider of AS v: 1) If u is in state R
and v is in state B, AS u announces both red and
blue (if u has one) paths to v; AS v announces a
blue path to u. Both u and v do not withdraw any
path so no transient problem will occur for either of
them. 2) if u is in state B and v is in state R, after
the link between u and v is added, u withdraws
its blue path and announces the red path learned
from v. It is equivalent to have a route withdrawal
event in blue process and a route addition event
in red process. The red process will not have any
transient problems according to Lemma 3.2. 3) For
other combinations of the states of u and v, neither
the red process nor the blue process will withdraw
any paths, adding link (u, s) is a route addition
event for both routing processes. So none of them
will have transient problems.

• AS v is a provider of AS u: We ignore this case
because it is equivalent to the previous case.

• AS u and AS v have peer-peer relationship: In
this case, neither u nor v has new customer path.
Therefore, none of them will change state so that no
path will be withdrawn. Both red and blue routing
processes will not have transient routing problems.

Second, we consider the route withdrawal event in
which an AS u fails all its links. It is equivalent to a
node failure event in which node u fails.

• AS u has red customer path and blue provider/peer
path: For blue routing process, the u use provider
path. Therefore, u is not in the downhill portion
of any red path. According to Lemma 3.1, the blue
process will not have any the failure of u will not
create transient problems.

• AS u has blue customer path and red provider/peer
path: This case if equivalent to the previous case.

• Both red and blue processes of u use provider/peer
paths: For both red and blue processes, AS u is in
the uphill portion, the failure of u will not cause
transient problems.

• Both red and blue processes of u have customer
paths: In this case, only one routing process of u
announces to providers (assuming it is the red pro-
cess). The blue process of u announces to peers and
customers only. Therefore, u is not in the downhill
portion of any blue path. The failure of u will not
create transient problems for blue process.

One special case is that an AS u fails multiple con-
nected links and AS u is the source AS we are consider-
ing. If at least one routing process of AS u uses provider
route, that routing process will not have transient prob-
lems since the failed link must belong to the uphill of
its AS path. If both routing processes of AS u use cus-
tomer paths, multiple link failures can make both red
and blue routing processes of AS u have route withdraw
event in the downhill portion of their AS paths. If AS
u still has a customer path in one of its routing process,
that routing process must be free of transient problems
because multiple links connecting to AS u fail is the
only event. If both routing processes of AS u have no
more customer, AS u still has no transient failure be-
cause only one routing process of AS u announces to
providers. So the other routing process must also have
a provider paths. The absence of transient loop for AS
u (AS u is not in a loop) is based on the following fact.
Suppose AS u’s red process has a provider path and the
red routing graph is Gr. After multiple links of AS u
fail and AS u lose all customer path, AS u’s red process
switches to the provider path learned by its red process.
Reflected in the red routing graph Gr, AS u’s outgoing
edge points to a customer before the failure event and
its outgoing edge points to a provider after the event. If
there is a loop, some customer of u (direct or indirect)
must announce its provider path to another provider,
which violates the valley-free policy.

A.4 Proof of Lemma 4.1

Proof. Since a blue path is always announced to-
wards uphill direction, the blue process of each AS must
have a blue path because announcing to peers and cus-
tomers are not selective. Similarly, if the red process of
a tier-1 AS has a red path, the red processes of all ASes
can have a red since we do not selectively announce to
peers and customers.

A.5 Proof of Theorem 4.2

Proof. If the min-cut of Gu is one, all paths from u
to any tier-1 AS must contain the cutting vertex. There-
fore, it is impossible to let any tier-1 AS have downhill
node disjoint red and blue paths.
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A.6 Proof of Theorem 4.3

Proof. We define the follow “coloring” process. The
destination AS u first announces a blue route to its
unique locked blue provider v and colors that provider
as blue. The locked blue provider v proceeds to an-
nounce its blue route to its own providers color them
as blue. This coloring process continues all tier-1 ASes
have stable blue path and all direct and indirect provider
of v have been colored as blue.

Then we remove all vertices among the locked blue
path (except AS u) from Gu (the remaining graph is

represented by G
′

u
) and start another “coloring” pro-

cess. That is, AS u announces a red path all remain-
ing providers and those providers proceed to color their
providers. This coloring process will continue until all
vertices in G

′

u
are colored as red. Therefore, if there ex-

ists a path from u to a tier-1 AS in G
′

u
, that path must

be discovered by the second coloring process.

A.7 Proof of Theorem 5.1

Proof. According to Theorem 4.1, after one rout-

ing event occurs(see Section 3.1 for the definition of
“one” routing event), at least one routing process in
STAMP has no transient problems. Also because only
losing routes creates transient problems (Lemma 3.2).
If only one routing process of an AS receives updates
with ET=0, the other one should not have transient
problems.

If both routing processes of an AS receive updates
with ET=0, the routing event must either 1) occurs in
the uphill portions of both red and blue paths of that
AS (e.g, those two paths share a link in the uphill por-
tions and that link fails), or 2) that AS has multiple
link failures. In the first case, neither process has tran-
sient problems (Lemma 3.1). In the second case, from
the proof of Theorem 4.1 in Appendix A.3, we can see
that at least one routing process of the AS should still
have a route. Besides, that route is free of any transient
problems because the only event is multiple links con-
necting the AS have failed. Any invalid routes should
be removed from that AS’s routing table after it detects
the link down event.
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